
Addition and place value in Year 2 

Before the start of year 2 the children should be able to… 

-fluently recite number bonds to and within 10  

-add 1 more to 1 and 2 digit numbers to 20 

-add 1 and 2 digit numbers to 20 

-recite number bonds to and within 20 

-complete one step addition problems 

-complete missing number addition problems 
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A digit is a single whole number (0 to 9). Each 

digit has a place value. Children are encouraged 

to use squared paper to ensure one digit goes in 

one box. 

The number 435 has 3 digits. 

The number 10 has 2 digits. 

 

 

Place value is an important part of addition. The value that a digit has is determined by it’s place. 

  Number line addition - This method uses place value as we have to partition (split) the number into 

tens and ones. The children do this so they can add in large jumps to make their work more efficient 

than counting in ones as this will take a long time.  

 

 Column method - This method uses place value to partition (split) the number into tens and ones.  

You must always add the ones first. You down the column and put the answer in the same column in the 

big equals sign, If the ones add to over 9 then the tens digit moves underneath to be added up with 

the other tens numbers.  

 

 First add the ones: 

4+3= 7 

Write the 7 in the ones column underneath.  

Then add the tens: 

3 + 5 = 8 

Write the 8 in the tens column underneath. 

First add the ones: 

7 + 9 = 16  

Write the 6 of 16 in the ones column underneath 

and put the 1 (ten) of 16 underneath the equals in 

the tens column.  

Then add the tens: 

3 + 2 = 5  but don’t forget the add the extra ten!   

5 + 1 = 6  

Write the 6 in the tens column underneath. 
 

Children must understand that because the digit is in the tens column it is a tens number not a ones number. 

E.g. The blue numbers are tens numbers so when we say 3 + 5 = 8 we know we actually mean  

3 tens + 5 tens = 8 tens. We know they are tens because they are in the tens column.  


